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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

About this Document
This document provides a step by step guide to getting started with
the MIKE Software as a Service (SaaS) framework with emphasis on
initial setup of the system.

1.2

Product Support
Product support will only be provided if you have a valid Service and
Maintenance Agreement (SMA) or Subscription Package for the MIKE
product/module that you require support for.
If you have questions concerning MIKE SaaS, please consult the
present document or contact your local MIKE Support Centre:
http://mikebydhi.com/Support/DHISupportCentres.aspx
If you have questions concerning the MIKE products, please consult
the documentation index for the relevant software product or your
local MIKE Support Centre.
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2

REGISTRATION AND LOGIN
In order to use MIKE SaaS navigate to the MIKE Powered by DHI
SaaS Portal home page: https://saas.dhigroup.com/ and follow the
below steps:
Step 1: Register as a MIKE SaaS User – this only needs to be done
once.
Step 2: Login to use the SaaS Portal - once you have registered you
can easily login, setup models and access your data from anywhere
in the world.
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2.1

Register as a MIKE SaaS User
To register as a MIKE SaaS user, click the ‘Registration’ link on the
welcome page. You will be redirected to the Registration page where
you are required to provide further information.

Please note that the selected Region is used as the default region in
which your virtual PCs are launched. You may override this when
buying a new virtual PC (see Section 3 below). Once you have
provided the required information, click ‘Next’ and an overview page
will be shown.

On this page you must agree to the Customer Agreement and type
the shown Security code in the field provided. Then click ‘Register’.
You have now successfully registered for MIKE SaaS. You must wait
for a confirmation e-mail from DHI before you can start using your
account.
6

2.2

Login to the MIKE SaaS Portal
When your registration is completed and you have received a
confirmation e-mail from DHI, you can login by using the ‘Login’
button at the top left corner of the MIKE Powered by DHI SaaS Portal
home page.

Insert the User Name and Password that you defined during the MIKE
SaaS User registration process and click ‘Log In’ to enter the portal.
After login, the ‘My Virtual PCs’ page, which displays the Virtual PCs
currently running, is shown. The first time you login the page will be
empty since you have not yet purchased any Virtual PCs.
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3

BUYING A NEW VIRTUAL PC
To start using MIKE SaaS, you must buy a new Virtual PC with your
selection of Version and Software. Click on ‘Buy New Virtual PCs’ at
the top left corner to open the “Buy New Virtual PCs” page.

When purchasing a new instance of a virtual machine, the “Comment”
edit box may be used to enter information for identifying the instance
(e.g. a project name or number).

3.1
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Selecting the required MIKE Software and AWS Hardware
configuration

Version
You can choose between various MIKE Software versions from 2017
and onwards. However, the latest major version of MIKE Software is
not available on SaaS (see Azure Marketplace).

Software

A drop-down menu gives you the possibility of choosing the package
“All Products”, with or without GPU. The packages include all MIKE
Software (excluding WEST and MIKE 21C), and the below table
summarises the generally included modules (some discontinued
modules are not present in more recent versions, and some newer
modules are not present in older versions). If in doubt, contact your
local MIKE Support Centre.
Package
All Products

Products
MIKE 21 FM

MIKE 3 FM

MIKE HYDRO
River

MIKE URBAN

MIKE URBAN+

MIKE+

MIKE FLOOD
MIKE SHE
MIKE HYDRO
Basin
FEFLOW

Modules
PP, HD, AD, OS, ECO Lab,
ABM Lab, MA, MT, PT, ST,
SM, BW, SW, SM, LITPROC
PP, HD, AD, OS, ECO Lab,
ABM Lab, MT, PT, ST, UAS,
WaveFM
HD, SO, DB, RR, DA, AD,
ST, GST, ACS, ECO Lab and
corresponding MIKE 11
modules
MU MM, CS-Pipeflow, CSRR, CS-Control, CS-PT, WDTools, ECO Lab
MU+ MM, CS-Basic, CSPipeflow, CS-RR, CS-Control,
CS-PT, CS-River, WD-Basic,
WD-Tools
M+ MM, SWMM,
1D Pipeflow, 2D Overland,
Rainfall Runoff, Control,
Transport (AD), 1D Rivers,
EPANET, Special Analyses
2D Overland flow (including
HD, AD and ECO Lab)
Full functionality including
ECO Lab
Full functionality including
ECO Lab
FMH3, piChem and piFreeze

Available
Versions
All

All

All

2017/2019/2020

2020

2021

2017/2019/2020
All
All
All
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The “All Products” packages are configured on a C3 High-CPU
Double Extra Large Virtual PC. Packages with GPU (1GPU and
8GPU) are running on hardware equipped with the necessary
Graphical Processing Units (GPU’s). Please note that these
configurations are only applicable to a subset of products, as
described in the note "Important Information about MIKE - GPU on
SaaS" (see Section 3.2). It is your own responsibility to assess the
benefits of using the GPU-enabled packages rather than the standard
“All Products” package”.

Service Packs
Only the latest service pack/update of the chosen version is available.

Region
Your Virtual PC may be launched in any of the regions defined by
AWS and available in the drop-down menu. It is recommended to
select the region nearest to you.

Number of Virtual PCs
You have the option of purchasing several similar Virtual PCs at the
same time. This may be relevant if you have a large number of
production runs or want to use the MIKE SaaS portal for educational
purposes. Please note that the maximum allowable number of active
Virtual PCs (instances) for each MIKE SaaS User is limited to 15.

Total Hourly Cost
The total hourly cost for the selected software packages and number
of Virtual PC’s is displayed for your information. Please note that the
cost displayed is in USD and is exclusive of VAT and other taxes and
duties that might apply.

3.2

Purchasing a Virtual PC
Before purchasing your Virtual PCs you are asked to review your
selection. If you are purchasing a GPU-enabled configuration, you
must confirm that you have read and understood the note "Important
Information about MIKE by DHI GPU on SaaS". Once reviewed, you
can proceed by clicking “Purchase”.
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Once your purchase is completed successfully, you can see the new
Virtual PC under ‘My Virtual PCs’.
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4

WORKING WITH AN EXISTING VIRTUAL PC
‘My Virtual PCs’ window lists all available Virtual PCs (also referred to
as Instances). It includes the status and configuration of each Virtual
PC. You can only start using a Virtual PC when its status is ‘Ready’.
Please note, it may take some time to fully configure a new Virtual
PC.
In the Show instances in region drop-down, you may choose to only
view Instances set up in a specific region.

The available active ‘Command’ buttons above the list of Virtual PCs
depends on the status of the individual and selected Virtual PC
(Instance). Select an Instance by clicking the Select button on the left
of each line.

Refresh Button
This button will refresh the overview of available Virtual PCs and their
states. We recommend that you click the ‘Refresh’ button to confirm
the status of a Virtual PC after performing a command (e.g. Shut
Down, Reboot etc).

4.1

States of a Virtual PC
All valid states of MIKE SaaS Virtual PC’s are listed in the below
table. You can only start using your Virtual PC when its status is
‘Ready’.
Status
Ordered
Pending
Starting
Initializing
Failed to initialize
Ready
Failed
Rebooting
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Description
The Virtual PC has been ordered through our portal
The order was received by DHI SaaS controller and
is being processed
The Virtual PC is starting up
The Virtual PC is being configured
The Virtual PC failed to execute one of the required
tasks
The Virtual PC is fully configured and ready to be
used
The Virtual PC failed to launch
The Virtual PC is being rebooted

Status
Shutting down
Terminated
Not available

4.2

Description
The Virtual PC is shutting down.
Note: All your unsaved work will be lost
The Virtual PC has been shut down or failed to
launch
The Virtual PC has been shut down or failed to
launch

Starting and Stopping a Virtual PC
You can only Log On and start using your Virtual PC when its status
is ‘Ready’.
There are several methods for stopping a Virtual PC (i.e.
discontinuing the connection to a Virtual PC). The methods are
described below. The consequences with respect to costs,
simulations and data storage are also summarized.
Stopping Method
Reboot
Shut Down
Disconnect
Log Off

4.2.1

Costs accrue
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Simulations terminate
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Data is removed
No
Yes
No
No

Log On
To log on, click ‘Select’ in the line showing the Virtual PC and then the
‘Log On’ button. This will download a Remote Desktop Configuration
file(rdp).

Click Allow.
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Click OK.

When opening this file, you will be prompted to verify your connection.
Please click ‘Connect’.
The next window requires you to enter the Log On credentials. The
user name is MikeUser and the password pswDHIinCloud2014.

14

Click OK.

Click Yes.
PLEASE NOTE!
The first time you Log On, we strongly encourage you to change the
password for your MikeUser. If you do not change your password,
DHI will not be liable or in any way responsible for the abuse or theft
of data of/from your Virtual Machine.
The new password must contain more than 6 characters and a mix of
upper/lowercase and digits.
Once logged on, you may operate the Virtual PC as any other PC.
The chosen software is pre-installed, licensed and ready to use.
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4.2.2

Reboot
This button reboots the selected Virtual PC. It will terminate any
simulation running on the PC but will not remove data.

4.2.3

Shut Down
This command terminates your Virtual PC. Caution is recommended
here. If you shut down a Virtual PC the set-up and any data stored on
the PC will be gone forever. This button should only be used when
you want to terminate a Virtual PC and thus stop paying for the
service on that specific PC. All data you want to keep from the Virtual
PC should be transferred to another location before shutting down.
Please note that a Virtual PC cannot be terminated from inside the
Virtual PC, but only from the SaaS portal.

4.2.4

Disconnect
To disconnect from a Virtual PC, please close the Virtual PC window
and the below message will appear. Your simulations will keep
running and you keep paying hourly charges.

4.2.5

Sign Out
When you Sign out from a Virtual PC, your simulations stop running,
but the Virtual PC is NOT shut down, so you will still pay hourly
charges. Be aware that this is not the same as shutting down. A
Virtual PC can only be shut down/terminated from the SaaS portal.
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4.3

Transfer Data to the Virtual PC
Once logged into the Virtual PC you may want to transfer data for
running existing setups. There are several options for transferring
data:
•
•

Use the local C-drive mapped to your Virtual PC
Use an ftp-site

In general, whenever transferring large amounts of data, consider
compressing it.

4.3.1

Using the Local C-drive
The most convenient way of transferring data to a Virtual PC is to
share your local disk. This approach is however not recommended
when working with large/many files. Instead, consider using a
personal AWS S3 account and CloudBerry explorer for S3 (freeware).
Sharing your local disk works in such a way that every time you log on
to a Virtual PC, it will map your local C-drive as a remote drive to the
Virtual PC. You will be able to see the drive if you navigate to “My
Computer”. The drive will have a name similar to “C on XXX”, where
XXX is the name of your local computer.
To make your local disk available to the Virtual PC please change the
default settings for Remote Desktop, start the remote desktop client
by either
• Typing “mstsc.exe” in a command line, or
• Go to Remote Desktop Connection
A window will be displayed as shown below:

Click “Show Options”:
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Go to the “Local Resources” tab:

Click on the “More…” button:
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Choose the drives (or other resources) that you want to share to the
virtual PC and click OK. To save the default settings, go back to the
“General” tab and click Save:

The drives which you have shared will now be available next time you
launch a virtual PC.
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4.3.2

Using an FTP-Site
To transfer data to the Virtual PC it is recommended to use an ftp site
such as ftp.mycompanysftpsite.com. An ftp site may be accessed
through your file explorer. You need to change some security settings
on the Virtual PC to be able to access an ftp site. To do this, please
follow the steps below:
1. Go to Control Panel -> Network and Internet -> Internet Options ->
Security
2. Click the sites button, i.e. -> Trusted sites
3. Add your preferred or company’s ftp site and press Add
4. Click Close
5. Click OK
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5

ACCOUNT ACTIVITY
Information about present and previous activity in your account can
be found under the ‘Account Activity’ tab. Here you may also
configure additional notifications.

Account activity is presented globally, i.e. it shows all activity across
all regions.

5.1

Command History
The command history shows an overview of commands issued by you
to control your Virtual PCs. Any system commands (e.g. a shutdown
issued by the system to terminate a failed instance) are not recorded
here.
RequestID: This is an internal (DHI) request ID assigned to a Virtual
PC upon ordering.
InstanceID: This is the AWS (Amazon Web Services) system
generated unique ID of the instance (Virtual PC).
Command: The command issued by the user. Possible commands
include “Order” – meaning that the user has ordered a Virtual PC, and
“Shutdown” - meaning that the user has shut down an ordered Virtual
PC.
Package Name: This is the name of the product package purchased –
e.g. “MIKE 2019 All Products”.
ExecutedAt: The date and time (UTC) at which the command was
executed.

5.2

My Costs
Your use of Virtual PC’s will be billed by DHI on a monthly basis. The
My Costs page provides an overview of your cost details on a monthly
basis. The default page shows the costs accrued during the current
month (i.e. the current billing period). The drop-down menu may be
used to select a different month.
Note that Virtual PCs that have been running during more than one
billing period (i.e. more than one month) will appear on several billing
statements. Thus, the My Costs page does not show the total cost of
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running a Virtual PC, but the total cost of running the Virtual PC in the
selected billing period.
Note that the minimum incurred cost for a started Virtual PC
corresponds to one hour of use.

The cost details are shown in a table with the following fields:
InstanceID: This is the AWS (Amazon Web Services) system
generated unique ID of the instance (Virtual PC).
Comment: Comment added when launching new instances.
InstanceState: The current state of the instance. This field will indicate
if an instance is running or has been shut down.
Package Name: The product variant of the instance (e.g. MIKE All
Products 2019).
UnitPrice: The total hourly cost (in USD) of the image purchased. This
price is exclusive of VAT and other taxes and duties.
OrderedAt: The date and time at which the Virtual PC was ordered
(UTC)
ShutdownAt: The date and time (if applicable) at which the Virtual PC
was shut down
TotalHours: The total number of hours that the Virtual PC has been
running. Partial hours of use counts as one hour, thus fractions of
hours are rounded up.
TotalCost: The total cost of running the Virtual PC in the billing period
(USD). It should be noted that costs displayed are exclusive of VAT
and other taxes and duties, which will be added to your bill from DHI
in order to comply with local Tax laws.
Download as .csv: You can download the cost report as .csv for
further processing in e.g. Excel, the comment will be included in the
report. The field can thus be used for summarizing costs over a
project, using the comment as the key:
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5.3

My Notifications

The MIKE SaaS service will automatically send an e-mail to your
registered e-mail address if any of your Virtual PCs have been
running for more than 24 hours.
The “My Notifications” page offers you the opportunity to configure
additional notifications – either when the total cost incurred in a billing
period has exceeded a certain amount, or by sending the notifications
to additional email addresses.
You must acknowledge that the notification services are provided
without any warranty, and that it is at all times your own responsibility
to monitor the status of and the costs accrued by all your Virtual PCs.
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6

MY PROFILE

6.1

User Details
This page contains the user and company details you supplied during
the registration process. If you want to change the data, click
‘Change’ to activate the lines that may be changed. Change the data
and click ‘Send’ to implement the changes.

6.2

Change Password
Here you can change your Password to the MIKE SaaS Portal. (Note
that this is NOT the Password used to log on to a Virtual PC)
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